
 

 

 

 

Can Passengers in Public Transportation Accidents be Compensated? 

Answers from a New York Car Accident Lawyer Resource  

Every single day, millions of people across the country ride public transportation. It probably wouldn’t 
shock you to know that New York City has a good percentage of them. With so many types of public 
transportation out there, it’s not surprising that there are often accidents that occur. As a New York car 
accident lawyer resource, we feel it’s important for you to know that accident compensation for 
passengers is available to you when you work with the right attorney. 

At CarAccidentCases.com, we want you to know that there are all types of injuries that can occur on 
various means of public transportation. Remember, these vehicles include taxi cabs, trains, buses, 
limousines, and there are several other types. Getting a settlement for your injuries is possible when 
you’re working with a New York car accident attorney who has experience in these types of claims. 

Passenger accidents that can occur on public transportation include: 

• Slips and falls due to wet floors 
• Collisions with other vehicles or with fixed structures 
• Criminal actions of others that were not eliminated by the carrier 

As you’ve probably read on CarAccidentCases.com, proving negligence is often one of the biggest 
challenges, and this can be even more true when you’re filing a claim against a public transportation 
company. However, it’s not impossible, and with a skilled and experienced attorney working with you, it’s 
possible to do it. You can learn more about how to prove negligence by reading our article, 4 Mistakes 
Often Made When Negotiating Car Accident Settlements. 

While most people take advantage of public transportation because it’s an easy way to save money when 
you’re living in New York City, it’s important to remain aware of your surroundings when you’re utilizing 
these services. If you are injured in a public transportation accident, contacting a New York auto wreck 
attorney can help you understand your rights as a passenger and how to proceed with filing a claim. 

If you enjoyed reading this article, perhaps you’d be interested to learn more about passengers involved 
in accidents and what your rights are, according to a New York car accident lawyer resource. You can 
learn more by reading our recent post, entitled, New York Car Wreck Lawyer Resource: Advice for 
Passengers After Auto Accidents. 

We hope you’ll check back to our blog often. We’re always posting interesting and relevant articles on a 
multitude of topics, and we can answer some of your biggest questions, including: 

• What are the main causes of most car accidents? 
• Can you work with insurance adjusters yourself, or should you hire an attorney? 
• Is your auto crash claim effected if you have prior injuries? 
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